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The question raised in the tit1e seems to be10ng to those queries which 
have no clear answer because they are ill posed. Indeed, pulses do not 
pro duce losses; rather, it is the dead times fo1lowing them which may be 
responsible for such an effect. Is it meaningful, however, to then ask 
whether the dead times are due to input or output events, knowing that 
the latter cannot exist without the former ones? Have we perhaps fallen, 
quite naively, into one of the traps set by questions of the chicken-and
egg type, the resolution of which, if possible at aIl, has no influence 
whatsoever on observable quantities? 

Some readers may be quick to remind us that the association of dead times 
with events is a matter which depends on the type considered. Indeed, 
non-extended dead times are known to follow the output events whereas 
extended ones are initiated (or renewed) by each incoming pulse. This i8 
true by definitlon, but it does not imply, as far as the 10sses are 
concerned, that a11 these "dead period8" also produce (lndependently) 
counting 10sses, for there will often be signlficant over1ap. 

The problem discussed here has turned up in the context of a unified 
treatment of counting lasses produced by a genera1ized dead time (with 
parameters , and 9). There then arises for practical purposes the need to 
make a decision, within the adopted model, as to which pulses the losses 
are best thought ta be associated with. 

Some practica1 examp1es may he1p to c1arify the situation. The simplest 
case corresponds to a dead time of the non-extended type where the l08ses 
are associated with the output pulses. For the sake of simpllcity, let us 
assume in aIl that follows a Poisson input, with count rate p. Since the 
density of the pulses then e1iminated i8 p, the 10ss per output event i8 
p~, which then leads for the loss in count rate ta 

L R p~ , (1) 

where R ls the output rate. 

By means of the count-rate balance, which simply says that 

R p - L , (2) 

we can readily confirm that the output rate is now indeed given by 

R 0: 

p 
(3) 

1 + p~ 
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Can we also describe the los ses by associating a non-extended dead time 
with the input events? In principle this could certainly be done, but 
we ·then have to apply instead of 't a shorter "effective" dead time 'tin. 
As the losses are now 

(4) 

a comparison with (1) and (3) shows that we have to put 

R 

P l + p't 
(5) .. - 't -

This effective dead time 'tin' when used in (4) and (2), leads to the 
correct output rate R given by (3), but the underlying physics is less 
obvious. The quantity 'tin is of a rather artificial nature and cannot be 
measured directly. Since incoming pulses may follow each other by a time 
interval shorter than 'tin' superposition of effective dead times will 
inevitably occur. This shows that 'tin i8 only an average value; the 
effective length of such overlapping periods may be much longer and 
depends on the exact time distribution of the pulse arrivaIs. 

Let us now consider a dead time of the extended type (and nominal length 
't). It is usual (and justified) to associate it with the incoming events. 
However, this does not allow us to conclude that the losses thereby 
produced can again be described by a formula analogous to (1), with R 
replaced by p. Rather, we are obliged to introduce also for this 
situation an effective dead time 'tin such that 

L = 

as in (4). Using the fact that the output rate for this case is known to 
be 

R 2 P e-P't = p - L , (6) 

we can see readily that now 

1 _ 
_ _ (1 - e p't) • (7) 

P 

Likewise, the association of an extended dead time with the output pulses 
requires that 

1 
"out = - (eP't - 1) . (8) 

P 

Finally, we may also consider the case of a generalized dead time, where 
the output rate i8 given by the Tak~c8 formula 

R -
9p 

(9) 
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By the same approach as used above we can again determine the effective 
dead times, thought to be associated with either the input or the output 
pulses. The resu1t is 

1 eep~ _ 1 
~in ( ) ( ~ (10) 

P e9p~ + 9 - 1 

1 
(e9p~ - 1) and ~out 

s ) ~ (11) 
9p 

The previous formu1ae can be recovered from (10) and (11) as the special 
cases corresponding to 9 = 0 or 1. 

What can we conc1ude from a11 this? At first sight not too much, for it 
is apparent1y a1ways possible - at least in a forma1 way - to associate 
dead times which pro duce counting losses either with the input or with 
the output pulses. Yet, one will notice two advantages resulting from the 
second choice. The first is a minor and somewhat formaI one, namely the 
fact that in this case we are normal1y 1ed to simp1er expressions for the 
effective dead time. Of more relevance is the observation made before 
that the association with output events corresponds to a well-defined 
physical situation where the dead times do not overlap and the 
corresponding 10sses are therefore independent. The effective 1ength is 
normally not constant (except for 9 - 0, the non-extended case), but this 
is clearly in the nature of the processes considered and cannnot be 
avoided. In addition, al1 periods of para1ysis are initiated by output 
pulses. For the general case it therefore seems quite natural to 
associate dead times with them. From the experimenta1 point of view it is 
relevant to note that this corresponds to a situation where a11 the 
quantities of interest can be measured direct1y. In al1 cases, the 
minimum duration of the para1ysis is equal to ~, i.e. the nominal value 
of the dead time. 

A rather different and probab1y more usefu1 way to look at this problem 
of association can be obtained if we consider the output rate R as an 
unknown quantity. In this case, (9) or similar expressions corresponding 
to more complicated experimenta1 situations (e.g. series arrangements of 
dead times) are not available, but should be derived. Then a possible 
starting point is always given by (2), with 

L R pt ~out ' (12) 

where p' is a quantity which May (or May not) be identica1 with the 
initial pulse density p, depending on the situation considered. For an 
undistorted Poisson input we a1ways have p' = p. Obviously, the 
determination of R now cal1s for an independent evaluation of ~out' and 
this has to be based on a detailed analysis of the process by which 
"normal" dead times of length ~ superimpose to produce the effective 
paralysis time ~out. 
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It is one of the many services rendered by William Feller to counting 
statistics to have recognized and carefully studied exactly this problem 
alr~ady fort y years ago in a paper which has become a landmark in this 
field. He assumed an incoming Poisson process and analyzed in detail (for 
an extended dead time) the duration of paralysis, which he recognized as 
the outcome of a special renewal process. From the Laplace transform of 
the probability density for the "effective" dead time, the corresponding 
mean value ~out is readily obtained. It is Most fortunate that this 
approach can be easily extended to the case of a generalized dead time, 
as will be shown in a separate report. 

Let us quickly come back to the initial question and try to sum up the 
insight gained. The association of counting losses with pulses is to some 
extent an arbitrary one. However, we have seen that both physical insight 
and mathematical simplicity favour the ide a to have the losses coupled to 
the output events. Yet, the best support for this choice is provided by 
the availability of the "Feller mechanism" which allows us in an elegant 
way to determine ~out' from which the output rate R can then be easily 
obtained by use of the count-rate balance. No equivalent general 
procedure is known for an association with the input pulses. 
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